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IN THE COURT OF ADDL. CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE,NALBARI 

G.R. Case No. 1079/2014 

u/s 279/337/427 IPC 

State of Assam 

-Vs- 

                Md. Tafajul Hoque........Accused 

PRESENT: D.M. Hussain,AJS. 

ADVOCATES APPEARED: 

For the state           : Mr. A. Barman, A.P.P. 

For the accused      : Smti. D. Barman, Advocate. 

Dates of evidence  : 30-10-2017, 31-03-2018, 24-05-2018, 16-07-2018    

   & 09-10-2018. 

Date of argument  : 22-10-2018. 

Date of judgment  : 22-10-2018.       

                

     J U D G M E N T 

PROSECUTION CASE: 

1. The prosecution case in brief as unfolded from the 'ejahar' dated 19-07-

2014 filed by Biren Choudhury is that on 16-07-2014 at about 2 pm one tempo 

van  bearing registration no. AS-01BC-8455 which was driven in a very high 

speed in negligent manner hit the bicycle which his elder brother Dhiren 

Choudhury was riding from behind at village Sahpur due to which his elder 

brother fell down on the road and sustained grievous injuries and the bicycle also 

got damaged. His elder brother was taken to SMK Civil Hospital form where he 

was referred to GMCH . 
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2. The said 'ejahar' was received and registered as Belsor P.S. case no. 

152/2014 u/s 279/338/427 IPC dated 19-07-14. After completion of investigation 

charge-sheet no. 125/14 dated 28-10-2014 was submitted against accused Md 

Tafazul Haque u/s 279/337/427 IPC. Copy was furnished to the accused. 

Particulars of offence u/s 279/337/427 IPC were read over and explained to the 

accused person to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

3. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION: 

(i) Whether on 16-07-2014 at about 2 pm the accused person drove one tempo 

van bearing registration no. AS-01BC-8455 in a rash & negligent manner so as to 

endanger human life and thereby committed an offence u/s 279 IPC? 

(ii) Whether on 16-07-2014 at about 2 pm the accused person caused hurt to 

Dhiren Choudhury by driving one tempo van bearing registration no. AS-01BC-

8455 rashly/negligently and thereby committed an offence u/s 337 IPC? 

Iii) Whether on 16-07-2014 at about 2 pm the accused person committed 

mischief by causing loss damage to the bicycle to the amount of Rs.50/- and 

upwards and thereby committed an offence punishable u/s 427 IPC? 

4. DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF: 

The prosecution examined six witnesses while the defence declined to adduce 

any evidence. The statement in defence of the accused person u/s 313 Cr.P.C. 

was dispensed with. I have heard the arguments advanced by learned counsels 

of both sides and also perused the evidence available on record, my findings with 

reasons are as follows : 

5. PW 1 Biren Choudhury deposed that he is the informant. He does not 

know the accused. On 16-07-2014 at 2:00 pm he was at home. He was 

telephonically informed that his elder brother Dhiren Choudhury met with an 

accident near Sahpur. He met his elder brother at Nalbari medical. Thereafter, his 

brother was referred to GMCH. His elder brother told him that a tempo vehicle hit 

him while he was proceeding to Sahpur Manasa Mandir. 
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6. During cross-examination PW 1 deposed that he filed the 'ejahar' after 

four days of the incident. He has not seen the incident. 

7. PW 2 Dhiren Choudhury deposed that the informant is his brother. He 

does not know the accused . The incident took place on 16-07-2014 at about 

12:00-1:00 pm. He was going in his bicycle towards Sahpur Manasa Mandir. 

Before reaching the mandir a vehicle hit him from backside. He became 

senseless. He sustained injury in his face, head and hip. He does not know as to 

what vehicle hit him. Police recorded his statement. 

8. During cross-examination PW 2 deposed that he does not know the place 

where he was hit by the vehicle. He does not know as to what vehicle hit him. 

9. PW 3 Harun Ali deposed that he does not know the informant and the 

accused person. He heard that an accident of a bicylcle took place near Sahpur 

temple. He does not know anything more about the incident. Police did not 

recorded his statement. 

10. PW 4 Nipul Barman deposed that he does not know the informant and 

the accused person. The incident took place in the year 2014 near 'Durga Puja 

tholi'. One 'tempo' coming from Kaithalkuchi towards Chamata hit the bicycle 

which was going towards Kaithalkuchi. A collison took place between the tempo 

and the bicycle near the Kali Mandir. 

11. PW 5 Ratul Barman deposed that he does not know the informant.  About 

two years back the incident took place. He heard that an accident took place. He 

was not present at the time of the incident. 

12. During cross-examination he deposed that he does not know as to who 

drove the vehicle. He has not seen the incident. 

13. PW 6 Ajijur Rahman deposed that he does not know anything about the 

incident. 

14. In order to constitute an offence u/s 279 IPC it must be established that 

the accused was driving the vehicle in a rash & negligent manner so as to  

endanger human life or likely to cause hurt or injury to other persons. Negligence 
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connotes want of proper care while rashness conveys idea of reckless doing of an 

act without consideration of any consequences. Rashness or negligence to be 

established must be more than mere error of judgment. 

15. It appears that there is no evidence that the tempo van was driven by the 

accused in a rash and negligent manner. There is no evidence regarding the 

quantum of damage to the bicycle. 

16. On appreciation of the testimonies of witnesses and the materials 

available on record, I find that prosecution has failed to establish the essential 

ingredients so required to constitute the charged offence beyond reasonable 

doubt by leading clear, cogent & convincing evidence. The accused person is 

found not guilty u/s 279/337/427 IPC and hence, acquitted and set at liberty 

forthwith. Bail bond shall remain in force for a further period of six months.    

17. Given under my hand and seal of this court on this  22nd day of Ocotber, 

2018.      

        Addl. Chief Judicial Magistrate     
 Nalbari 

 

 

APPENDIX 

Prosecution witness: 

PW 1- Biren Choudhury 

PW 2- Dhiren Choudhury 

PW 3- Harun Ali. 

PW 4- Nipul Barman. 

PW 5- Ratul Barman 

PW6- Ajijur Rahman 

Prosecution Exhibits: 

Exhibit 1 & 1(1) – ‘Ejahar’ & Signature of Biren Choudhury 
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Defence witnesses : 

 Nil 

Defence Exhibits : 

Nil 

         Addl. Chief Judicial Magistrate,  

            Nalbari 

 

 

 

 

 

 

22-10-2018 

  Accused is present. 

Finding no incirminating materials the recording of the statement of the accused u/s 313 

Cr.P.C., is dispensed with. The defence declined to adduce evidence. 

  Heard argument of ld. counsel of both sides. 

  Judgment is pronounced and delivered in open court. 

  On appreciation of the testimonies of witnesses and the materials 

available on record, I find that prosecution has failed to establish the essential 

ingredients so required to constitute the charged offence beyond reasonable 

doubt by leading clear, cogent & convincing evidence. The accused person is 

found not guilty u/s 279/337/427 IPC and hence, acquitted and set at liberty 

forthwith. Bail bond shall remain in force for a further period of six months. 

  Hence, this case stands disposed of. 
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      Addl. Chief Judicial Magistrate,        
     Nalbari 

 

 

 


